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Introduction 

A 4 member team from the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering, comprising Dr 
Gabriele Chiaro, Dr Chris Massey, Gavin Alexander and P Brabhaharan, left New Zealand on 
6th May and arrived in Oita, Japan on the evening of 7th May 2016.  
 
The team joined Prof Junichi Koseki and three colleagues (Tamoko Sasaki, Naoya Nunokaua, 
Yudai Aoyagi) from University of Tokyo to survey damage around Aso City (Mt Aso volcanic 
caldera) on the 8th and 9th May.   
 
This was followed on the 10th to 13th May 2016 by further surveys of the earthquake damage 
around Aso city, Mashiki township and Kumomoto city, with two Japanese colleagues 
(Associate Prof Suguru Yamada and Yodai Aoyagi).  The earthquake reconnaissance was 
concluded on the evening of Friday 13th May 2016, and the team is returning to New Zealand 
on 15th May 2016.  
 
The areas visited by the team are shown in Figure 1. 
 
This second In-Country Report summarises the observations of earthquake damage made by 
the team, which may be shared with the management committee and membership. 
 

 

Figure 1. Summary of the main locations visited on the ground by the team. 
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The Earthquakes 

The primary earthquakes associated with the Kumamoto Earthquake sequence in Kumomoto 
Prefecture in Kyushu, Japan comprised (based on Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) 
data): 

 Mj
1
 6.5 fore-shock at 11 km depth, at 21:26 hours (JST) on 14th April 2016, a right lateral 

strike-slip fault on the northern part of the Hinagu Fault zone 

 Mj 7.3 main earthquake, at 01:25 hours JST on 16th April 2016, on the Futagawa Fault 
zone. 

There have been a number of aftershocks after the main earthquake on 16th April 2016, which 
are continuing and some of these have been quite large (> Mj 5). The magnitude of earthquakes 
that occurred during the field visit were all smaller than Mj 5. 
 
The two main earthquakes were preceded by heavy rainfall a week before the events, and 
afterwards by heavy rainfall on the 21st April 2016.  These rainfall conditions are typical for this 
time of year, but such rain may have contributed to the severity of the observed earthquake 
damage. 
 
The earthquakes are understood to have caused the following impact on residential houses in 
the Kumamoto prefecture, which has about 315,000 houses: 

 Fully collapsed – 2,600 

 Partially collapsed – 4,000 

 Slightly damaged – 25,000 

These damage statistics are from local reports. The total number of reported deaths at the time 
of writing is 49, although some people are still missing. Based on newspaper reports, at least 
10 of these deaths can be related to four landslides that occurred following the main 
earthquake on 16th April 2016.   

Geological and Geomorphological Overview of the Area 

Kumomoto is located on the island of Kyushu, which is at the southern end of the Japanese 
archipelago. The climate is monsoonal, with relatively mild weather year round comprising wet 
summers (June to August with mean monthly rainfall of >300 mm) and mild but dryer winters 
(December to February with mean monthly rainfall of < 100 mm). The area affected by the 
earthquake sequence can be broadly split into three zones based on their contrasting 
geomorphology:  

A. Inner caldera – comprising a series of active volcanic vents. The slopes in this area 
range from gentle angles (<10 degrees) on the lower slopes, to very steep (>60 degrees) 
upslope towards the vents. The gentler lower slopes are mantled in volcanic soils (including 
pumice), which can be many metres thick and underlain by pyroclastic deposits (ignimbrites) 
and lava flows. The upper slopes are typically formed in rock (lavas and ignimbrites) with a 
shallow (a few metres thick) mantle of volcanic soil. 

B. Shirakawa (river) valley – comprising a narrow break in the surrounding caldera 
outer wall through which the Shirakawa River flows. The river has incised through the volcanic 
rocks forming a steep-sided gorge (up to 70 m in height) where it flows out from the caldera 
wall. The slopes on the southern side of the river are typically steep (>30 degrees) and formed 
in rock with a thin mantle of volcanic soil. The northern slopes comprise relatively gentle (5 to 
20 degrees) alluvial terraces, slightly steeper fans (fluvial/debris flow) and steeper rock slopes 
(typically > 30 degrees in angle).     

                                                 
1 Mj is the local magnitude defined and calculated by Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) 
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C. Outer caldera and alluvial plains – The caldera rim comprises a series of steep (> 30 
degrees) “scarp slopes” formed of rock with a thin mantle of volcanic soil, on the eastern side. 
The “dip” slopes on the western side of the rim are much gentler (< 30 degrees) formed mainly 
in deep volcanic soils.  Further west towards Mashiki township and Kumamoto city, the slopes 
become relatively flat, and are formed mainly in alluvium. 

Observed hazard types 

The type of observed earthquake hazard typically varies between the areas, although there are 
some similarities between the areas with regards to retaining wall and building collapse 
hazards.   

In areas A and B, the main types of hazard were landslides and surface fault rupture. These 
landslides mainly comprised earth flows and slides, debris flows and avalanches and 
earth/debris slides and slumps. Landslides in Area A are reported to have killed at least 10 
people out of the 49 confirmed deaths associated with the earthquake.  

In area C, the dominant hazards were liquefaction and lateral spreading.   

Direct fault rupture effects (severe ground distortion and strong shaking) were evident in all 
three areas. 

Table 1 contains a summary of the types of hazard observed and their impact. Some additional 
detail about each hazard is given in the sections below. 

Landslides 

Many landslides and associated cracks were observed in natural soil and fill material overlying 
bedrock, in particular adjacent to steeply incised rivers and streams.  Many of the source areas 
appeared to overlie rock, with the failure surfaces at the toe of the source areas being 
consistent with rock head. The steep debris trails below the source areas suggest that 
flow/avalanche movement mechanisms were dominant. 
 
The numerous earthquake induced landslides observed during the reconnaissance were 
classified into different types as summarised in Table 1. 

Fault Rupture 

Fault rupture was observed around and through Kurokawa village (an example is shown in the 
Google Earth file). Evidence of surface rupture (cracking) was able to be traced over a distance 
of many kilometres, from Mashiki city to Aso city (Figure 1).  
 
Where fault related cracks pass through hard surfaces such as roads, right lateral 
displacements (on individual cracks) were observed in the order of up to 0.1 m, with 
cumulative displacements of up to 1.5 m. Fault rupture of up to 2 m lateral displacements was 
observed in rice fields in Area C, on the outer caldera slopes. 

Ground Shaking 

It was apparent that there was severe ground shaking damage to residential housing 
particularly close to the epicentral area / along the fault rupture corridor.  Many houses and 
other buildings either on or adjacent to the projected fault trace were severely damaged 
resulting from both shaking and permanent ground displacement. There was also damage to 
roofs of residential houses and buildings which extended further out from the immediate 
epicentral area.   
 
Detailed inspection of this damage was not the focus of this team.  It appeared that older 
houses with lack of bracing, heavy (tiled) roofs and soft storeys had contributed to the collapse 
of a number of houses. 
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Liquefaction and Lateral Spreading 

Liquefaction and lateral spreading was observed in two areas visited by the team: 

 Mashiki township 

 Kumamoto City - In the relatively narrow corridor between Highway No 3 and the 
Kyushu Shinkansen line railway  

Retaining Walls 

Retaining walls are extensively used to support roads, slopes above roads and housing 
platforms in the epicentral area subject to damage.   
 
The types of retaining walls observed were: 

 Reinforced concrete walls 

 Unreinforced (typically) concrete facing of slopes 

 Reinforced Earth walls  

 Tied-back retaining wall with EPS lightweight backfill (one location) 

 Gravity boulder wall 

Types of damage observed in retaining walls are summarised in Table 2. 

Observed impacts caused by the earthquake-induced hazards 

Social impacts: About 90,000 people were reported to have been evacuated after the main 
earthquake, with many currently still housed in temporary shelters including tents adjacent to 
public facilities. The reported number of deaths is currently 49, of which at least 10 are related 
to landslides.  Many people are still missing although the number varies between reports.  

Building and infrastructure impacts: Team observations were dominated by building and 
infrastructure damage caused by:  

 Permanent ground displacement in response to surface fault rupture in a narrow strip 
of ground either side of where the fault ruptured at the surface;  

 Strong ground shaking confined to an area either side of the surface fault rupture; 

 Landslides and slope cracking (incipient landslides), triggered by the earthquakes; 

 Retaining wall failures (local and global) and their performance; 

 Bridge and road collapses (triggered by landslides); 

 Liquefaction and lateral spreading leading to localized damage in areas of alluvium 
around Mashiki and  Kumamoto City (Area C) 

Lifeline impacts: The main observed impacts were on: 

 Transportation routes, as bridges were destroyed and damaged by landslides and 
shaking damage, and in some locations road carriageways had been removed and/or 
severely cracked by landslides;  

 Hospital – where access was severely limited due to the collapse of a bridge impacted 
by a landslide and destruction of the adjoining roads; also, threatened by debris flow; 

 Power lines – many temporary pylons and repairs were observed; and  

 Drainage and water services – severely impacted in a narrow strip of ground either side 
of where the fault ruptured at the surface and in the areas affected by liquefaction and 
lateral spreading. 
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Table 1 – Location and description of some “characteristic” earthquake-induced hazards observed during the field survey. 
Selected photos are shown in Appendix 1. 
 
 

Earthquake Ground Hazards and Impact 

LANDSLIDES 

Landslide 
hazard type 
(after Hungr et 
al 2014)2 

Location Size/area 
affected 

Geology Characteristics Impact PIN / Photo 
number 
(kmz) 

Earth slide / 
flow 

Aso Ohashi 
Village 

100 m wide by 
600 m long 

Interbedded 
volcanic ash, 
black organic 
ash and 
pumice. 

Long flow, on 10 to 20 degrees 
slope, with a reach of 10 deg. 
Incipient cracks above the head 
scarp adjacent to Kyoto 
University research station. 

Destroyed at least 5 houses 
and killed at least 5 people. 
Also damage to research 
station at top of hill.  Access 
roads blocked. 

1 

Debris flow Minamiaso, 
Kawayo Village 

2.5 km, 
impacting on 
300 m by 120 m 
area. 

Volcanic soil 
on rock. 

Channelised flow along river, fed 
by multiple source areas on the 
steeper upper flanks of the cone. 
Typically rotational slumps that 
developed into flows with debris 
feeding the main channel.  
Incipient cracking in the upper 
reaches of catchment.  Run out 
debris included large boulders. 

Few houses inundated by 
debris flow, and many houses 
threatened by debris flow. 
Sabo dam (debris control) 
damaged, one local road bridge 
destroyed and another 
inundated.  Likely ongoing 
long term impact following 
further storm events. 

2 

                                                 
2 Hungr, O., Leroueil, S., Picarelli, L. 2014. The Varnes classification of landslide types, an update. Review article. Landslides. April 2014. Volume 11. Issue 2, pp 167-194. 
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Earthquake Ground Hazards and Impact 

Landslide 
hazard type 
(after Hungr et 
al 2014)3 

Location Size/area 
affected 

Geology Characteristics Impact PIN / Photo 
number 
(kmz) 

Translational 
slide / slump 

Tokyu Country 
Town 

400 m by 120 m  Volcanic soil 
and 
subdivision fill 
over bedrock. 

Intact displaced rafts of ground 
on low angle slope, graben 
development at head scarp, with 
slumping at the river bank. 
Cumulative lateral displacement 
greater than 2.5 m, localized 
vertical displacement of up to 1 m 
at cracks. 

Rotation and tilting of houses 
which were severely damaged, 
with some houses displaced 
and rotated.  50 houses 
affected.  Access roads and 
services severely damaged.  
Likely ongoing displacement 
with water ingress through 
cracks and rainfall. 

3 

Incipient 
Landslide 
(cracking) 

Kyoto 
University 
Research 
Station 

Crack widths 
few cm to 1 m, 
extending 10 m 
to 100 m behind 
scarp. 

various Extensive cracking located 
upslope of most landslides, 
persistent and extending long 
distances. 

Effect of services crossed. 
Potential future threat to 
housing and infrastructure. 

4 

Large Debris 
(Rock / soil) 
avalanche 

Aso Bridge 950 m long by 
200 m wide 

Pyroclastic 
flow 

Large avalanche in rock and soil 
involving possible millions of 
cubic metres, with an angle of 
reach ~ 20 degrees. 

Overwhelmed main highway 
and destroyed bridge across 
the river gorge.  At least one 
person in a car killed on the 
bridge. 

5 

Earth Spread Kurokawa 
Village 

200 by 100 long Volcanic ash / 
soil 

Weak volcanic soil over river 
terrace / rock spreading on gentle 
slope towards the river. 

Access roads and power lines 
damaged by lateral movement. 

6 

                                                 
3 Hungr, O., Leroueil, S., Picarelli, L. 2014. The Varnes classification of landslide types, an update. Review article. Landslides. April 2014. Volume 11. Issue 2, pp 167-194. 
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Earthquake Ground Hazards and Impact 

Landslide 
hazard type 
(after Hungr et 
al 2014)4 

Location Size/area 
affected 

Geology Characteristics Impact PIN / Photo 
number 
(kmz) 

Small to 
Moderate Rock 
avalanche / 
debris 

Toshita 
Kawayō 

150 m by 100 m 
wide. 

Welded tuff / 
ignimbrite / 
breccia 

Multiple source areas of boulders 
and debris, some joint controlled 
failures, originating from the 
steep slopes near the crest of the 
slope.  Angle reach 30 to 35 deg. 

Bridge destroyed by boulders 
and debris.  Main road blocked 
by debris from avalanche. 

7 

Rock Fall Near 
Tochinokibaru 
hot spring 

Runout 70 m 
angle of reach 
32 deg 

Welded tuff / 
ignimbrite / 
breccia 

Shotcrete, concrete grids and 
mesh rock fall protection 
damaged by rock falls, with rock 
mass dilation.  Rock sizes range 
from few hundred mm to 2-3 m. 

Blocking main road, and also 
crushed car on local road 
below. 

8 

FAULT RUPTURE 

Hazard type Location Size/area 
affected 

Geology Characteristics Impact Map PIN 
reference 

Permanent 
ground 
displacement 

Taisetsuhata 
earth dam 

 Welded tuff / 
ignimbrite / 
breccia 

Fault rupture of about 1 m lateral 
displacement, with fault passing 
through spillway on right 
abutment. 

Severe damage to left hand 
side wall of the spillway, and 
adjacent highway over dam 
crest.  No other damage was 
apparent on the earthfill dam, 
but the dam has been drawn 
down following the 
earthquake. 

9 

                                                 
4 Hungr, O., Leroueil, S., Picarelli, L. 2014. The Varnes classification of landslide types, an update. Review article. Landslides. April 2014. Volume 11. Issue 2, pp 167-194. 
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Earthquake Ground Hazards and Impact 

Hazard type Location Size/area 
affected 

Geology Characteristics Impact Map PIN 
reference 

Permanent 
ground 
displacement 
and shaking 

Buildings 
around 
Minamiaso 

 Alluvium and 
volcanic soils 

Fault displacement of less than 
0.5 m observed in the rice fields 
adjacent to housing area. 

Severe damage and collapse of 
houses adjacent to the fault 
trace. 

10 

LIQUEFACTION AND LATERAL SPREADING 

Hazard type Location Size/area 
affected 

Geology Characteristics Impact PIN / Photo 
reference 

Liquefaction  Kumamoto 
City 

 Alluvial 
deposits 

 Many discrete areas of sand 
boils with ejection of sand 
indicative of liquefaction at 
shallow depth. Mostly adjacent 
to power poles and foundations 
where the crust has been 
weakened. 

 Localised lateral spreading 

 Cracking of roads, kerbs and 
land 

 Differential settlement, 
tilting and damage to 
residential houses. 

 Depression of buildings into 
the ground indicative of 
foundation failure. 

12 
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Earthquake Ground Hazards and Impact 

Liquefaction 
and lateral 
spreading  

Mashiki 
township 

 Alluvium   Few sand boils with ejected 
sand; however this appeared to 
be limited to only some areas 
affected by liquefaction.  The 
limited ejecta from sand boils 
observed indicated a coarse 
sand. The area appears to have 
been developed from a previous 
paddy (rice) farming fields, and 
with extensive drainage 
measures in place.    

 Extensive subsidence and 
localized lateral displacement of 
the ground, inferred to be due 
to liquefaction, but with less 
surface expression perhaps due 
to the depth of the liquefiable 
layer being overlain by a crust of 
liquefaction resistant soils. 

 The subsidence has led to the 
potential for flooding, and 
the banks of the drainage 
channels along the 
residential areas had been 
raised using soil filled 
polyester bags wrapped with 
polythene as temporary flood 
protection measure. 

 Cracking, lateral 
displacement (when there 
are adjacent waterways or 
even a gentle slope) and 
settlement of roads, 
protrusion of manholes, and 
differential movement 
between apparently piled 
bridges and unsupported 
embankments.  This has led 
to disruption of roads with 
temporary repairs, and with 
ramps up to the bridges. 

 Damage to drainage and 
sewage systems, with 
temporary portaloos and 
sewage pumping trucks. 

 Differential settlement, 
tilting and severe damage to 
residential houses. 

11 
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Table 2 – Performance of Built Infrastructure 
 

Built Infrastructure Performance 

Retaining Walls 

Type Height Performance Impact 

Unreinforced 
(typically) 
concrete facing 

2 m to 4 m Collapse of some walls, though 
not as widespread as would be 
expected. 

Cracking and 
displacement of ground 
supported, sometimes 
leading to undermining 
and tilting of houses. 

Reinforced and 
Unreinforced 
Concrete walls 

1 m to 4 m 1. Complete collapse leading 
to failure of road supported 
or land. 

2. Displacement of wall, with 
cracking of the ground 
behind. 

3. Displacement of upper part 
of the wall along 
construction joint. 

Collapse of one or 
sometimes both lanes of 
road, leading to single 
land or full closure. Some 
failures leading to 
undermining and tilting of 
houses. 

Reinforced 
Earth Wall with 
steep slope 
above, 
supporting 
road 

6 m to 
10 m high 

Total collapse of wall along 
part of its length, 
reinforcement strips pulled 
out, possibly global failure 
extending beyond reinforced 
block. 

 

At least one lane of road 
lost, leading to 
realignment of the road 
uphill. 

Tied-back 
retaining wall 
with EPS 
backfill. 

8 m high Tied back wall with steel 
soldiers and a single row of 
small diameter anchors, 
apparently with EPS backfill.  
The wall appears to have 
performed well despite the 
boulders that landed on the 
road supported.  

 

 

Retaining wall 
supporting 
road with EPS 
block backfill 

3 m to 5 m 
high 

Concrete wall facing with EPS 
blocks to form road 
embankment.  The wall 
appears to have overall 
performed with some cracking 
along the road and cracking 
and fall of some wall panels. 
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Built Infrastructure Performance 

Bridges and Approaches 

  Geotechnical Effects Structural Performance 

Short span 
concrete 
bridges in 
liquefaction 
areas 

 Settlement of approach fills, 
leading to temporary ramps 
being formed to provide 
access. 

A two span bridge was 
observed to have jumped 
300 mm off its bearings.  

Long span steel 
girder bridge in 
liquefiable 
areas 

 Ground settlement around 
piers observed, but did not 
affect performance. 

Local buckling of the 
bottom web of the girders.  
The girders were 
relevelled temporarily 
with steel plates either 
side of original bearings. 

Punching of the ends of 
the I-shape girders into 
the abutment wall leading 
to shearing of back wall. 

Bridges in 
mountainous 
areas 

  Landslides debris on bridge 
deck leading to collapse of 
decks – some were 
reinforced concrete and 
others steel arch bridges. 

 Abutment foundation 
failures where underlain by 
columnar jointed bedrock in 
an incised gorge. 

 Erosion of the abutment 
approach of a steel plated 
arch bridge. 

 Severe disruption to 
approach embankment of 
one bridge. 

The connection of the 
retrofitted damper of steel 
arch bridge failed at one 
abutment, and damper 
buckled at other 
abutment. 

Abutment bearing failure. 

Bridge jumped off 
bearings 1.0 to 1.5 m. 
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Built Infrastructure Performance 

Expressway 
Embankment 
and retaining 
Walls 

  Retaining wall supporting 
expressway embankment 
failed along a major drainage 
channel, removing two lanes 
of the expressway, and 
closing adjacent bridge.  The 
wall was being reconstructed 
at the time of the site visit 
using gravel filled polyester 
bags. 

 Expressway on embankment 
over low lying area suffered 
differential settlement which 
was particularly evident 
where the road passed over 
underpasses. Less settlement 
occurred at the structures 
than at the adjoining fill. 

 

Dam Construction 

New dam 
construction 
across the 
Shirakawa 
(river) valley 

 Collapse of right abutment 
area, destroying site access and 
inundating construction 
equipment and infrastructure. 
Possibly associated with fault 
rupture. 
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Appendix 1. Selected photographs 
 
The photographs are of some of the hazards listed in Table 1. The locations of the 
hazards are shown by the Google Earth Pins located in the Google Earth KMZ file. 
 

 
 
Photograph 1. Earth slide/flow at Aso Ohashi Village. Five people were buried and killed 

by this landslide.  Google Earth Pin 1. 
 

 

Photograph 2. Source area of the earth slide/flow at Aso Ohashi Village, with the large 
debris avalanche at Aso Bridge visible in the distance. Google Earth Pin 1. 
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Photograph 3. Debris flows sourcing from the steep volcanic slopes above Minamiaso, 
Kawayo Village. Google Earth Pin 2. 

 
 

 

Photograph 4. Debris-flow deposits at  Minamiaso, Kawayo Village being cleared up. 
The source areas for this debris are visible in Photograph 3. Google Earth Pin 2. 
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Photograph 5. Translational slide/slump at Tokyu Country Town. About 40 houses were 
affected by landslide movement. Google Earth Pin 3. 

 
 

 

Photograph 6. Toe area of the translational slide/slump at Tokyu Country Town. Google 
Earth Pin 3. 
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Photograph 7.  Debris avalanche at Aso Bridge. Google Earth Pin 5. 
 
 

 

Photograph 8. Toe of the debris avalanche at Aso Bridge. Note the bridge has been 
destroyed by the landslide. Google Earth Pin 5. 
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Photograph 9. Collapsed apartment block located on the fault rupture in Kurokawa 
village, Minamiaso. Google Earth Pin 10. 

 
 

 

Photograph 10. Reinforced earth retaining wall failure near Tokyu Country Town. 
Google Earth Pin 3. 
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Photograph 11. Surface fault rupture at the Taisetsuhata earth dam. Google Earth Pin 9. 
 
 

 

Photograph 12. Bridge damage from lateral spreading at Mashiki. Google Earth Pin 11. 
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Photograph 13. Failure of the bridge abutment (foreground) and failure of a bridge deck 
(background) both caused by landslides. Google Earth Pin 7. 

 
 

 

Photograph 14. Tilted buildings due to ground settlement caused by liquefaction, 
Kumamoto City. Google Earth Pin 12. 

 
 


